South Africa has recently lost three grea t patriots - Moses
Mabhida, Sabata Dalindyebo and Peter Nchabeleng .
Nchabeleng, a UDF leader, died in police custody . Mabhida, head
of the SACP and Sabata . a leading member of the ANC, died as leaders is exile .
All were victims of apartheid injustices and repression .Thesytm
that forced Mabhida and Sabata from the land of their birth is the
same system in which Nchabeleng died is detention .
It is the same system of violence which has killed over 1000 people
in the past one and a half years, detained more than 2000, charged
more than 30411 with public violence' and which has left thousands
of others injured or maimed for life .
The SADF and the SAP are the only forces which are legally
allowed to use violence .
IN this system violence is institutionalised, not only in the vast network of security laws, but also in thousands of other measures
designed to control movement, housing, where people live and
work, education, citizenship and many more .
To this must be added the violence which is part and parcel of an
economic system governed by the god of profits . This forces workers
to work lone hours In dangerous conditions for starvation wages . It
uses the migrant labour system sad bantustan bullies to feed them
cheap workers sad keep the 'surplua people' under control .
Caught between non-negotiable demands of the progressive move
meet sad the pyramids of power and privilege they won't let go of,
the rrkrs have resorted to force .
The system of violence and force is being challenged on every front
- in the factories, schools, townships and villages, resettlement and
squatter camps. People arc refusing to submit to the exploitation
and oppression any longer .
And despite the violence against them, people are still using peace•
ful methods like stayaways, cosumer, rent and other boycotts to
pressurise the government to meet their demand
.
The people bane carried on mass action to such s degree that, in
many townships, the rules have lost control . This y ear . i t seems,
local actions will be joined by regional and nationally organised and
co-ordinated campaigns.
This was the call from the National Education Crisis Conference .
attended by more than 1000 delegates nationally .
Already in the pipeline are :
• A national May Day work stoppage and commemoration .
Cosatu's 650 000 members will be joined by hundreds of thousands
of students, workers and residents ;
• A three-day stayaway on June 16 . 17 and IS to commemorate
Youth Day and the tenth anniversary of the 1976 school uprisings ;
• Possible regional and national rent and consumer boycotts .
It Is not only the campaigns which are becoming national, hut the
demands as well . Local demands for lower rents, higher wages, local
demorntk representation, better houses and living conditions,
detaoceak SRC's and many more have spread thoughout, the
country into one loud, united voice of demands .
Key national demands emerging from the t'I)F . ('owtu and other
progresdve organisations are for the return of all exiles, the release
of political prisoners, fun trade union rights, the unbanning of the
ANC and other banned organisation, the dismantling of an apartheid lawsndtruce,hwitdralofpsndlicefrom
the townships, treason and other charges in politest trials to be
withdrawn .
These are the bottom line for an end to SA's violence .

